
Skyline Tube System Accessories 

Shelving/Counters - Product shelving can be suspended between two Tube verticals. Shelving standards are attached to 

the vertical Tube with collars at any height on the Tube. Shelves can then be placed at multiple positions along the shelf 

standard. 

Shelving on the Tube System comes in 23'' or 46'' widths in straight or angled and also in 22 degrees convex or concave. Also 
available are metal shelves in 23'', 34.5'' or 46'' widths. 

 

  

There are several released counter shapes available for the Tube System that can be used for product display or keyboard use. 
These are available in many laminate colors. Each is attached to the Tube vertical at any desired height using the Collar. Custom 
shapes are also available.  
 

Monitor Mounts 
 
LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) monitor mounting has been standardized. Mounts utilize the VESA standard of 75mm or 100mm 
square bolt pattern on the back of the monitor. 

        
Skyline offers a series of standard plasma mounts that will cover almost every screen from 32” to 61” up to 175 lbs.  

  

The Tablet Mount is a sleekly designed and secure enclosure that is designed to accommodate the original iPad, the iPad 2, and 

the iPad Air allowing exhibitors to easily integrate an iPad into their exhibit. A standard Phillips head screwdriver is required to 

attach and remove the mount. 

 

Baseplates and feet - There are two styles of base plates for the Tube System product line. One is a 23" diameter 3/8" thick 

steel plate where additional stability is required. The other is an oval base plate for use in inline configurations. 

 



Merchandising and AV Accessories – Literature pockets, waterfall brackets, board graphic grippers, and laptop 

computer stations are some of the accessories that add to the functionality of the system. 

      

Product Integration - The Slotted Tube can connect to Steel Tube and Tube Ultra but it also connects to our 5 3/4" and 11 

1/2" single-sided SkyTruss product at a 90°, Envoy, Engage and SkyRise panel systems, Tapestry fabric structures. 

Lights – A number of different lights connect to Tube and Slotted Tube with the use of integrated brackets. 

  

 

Skyline Slotted Tube Accessories 

 

Shelves /Counters - Product shelves have been developed in both Plexiglas and wood. The large 

Plexiglas product shelves are frosted and come in three shapes (round, trapezoid and elliptical) and are 

3/8" thick Plexiglas.  

The wood product shelves also come in these three shapes with three different options: laminate with black T-edging, laminate 
with birch edging or painted granite. All shelves attach to the slot using the shelf bracket. In addition to several square and 
rectangular items, we have added several smaller-sized counters and shelves for kiosks and for merchandising smaller products. 

    

 

Monitor Mounts – the monitor mounts are similar on Tube Ultra as with Slotted tube but the LCD, Flat screen bracket 

mount to a nut plate in the Slot of the extrusion, and Tablet mounts attach with a special Slotted Tube/Tube Ultra bracket. 

A series of standard plasma mounts that will cover almost every screen from 32” to 61” up to 175 lbs. 

        

 



Baseplates - The base plates for the Slotted Tube System product line is 3" wide and is used 

for system stability in light weight applications, such as those where the added weight of a 

steel base plate is not necessary for the required stability. 

 

Merchandising and AV Accessories – Literature pockets, waterfall brackets, board graphic grippers, and laptop 

computer stations are some of the accessories that add to the functionality of the system. 

      

Product Integration - The Slotted Tube can connect to Steel Tube and Tube Ultra but it also connects to our 5 3/4" and 11 

1/2" single-sided SkyTruss® product at a 90°, Envoy®, Engage® and SkyRise® panel systems, Tapestry® fabric structures. 

 

Lights – A  number of different lights connect to Tube, and Slotted Tube system  with the use of integrated brackets. 

      

 

 

Skyline TubeUltra Accessories 

Counter and Shelves - The Tube Ultra Counters and Shelves are very similar to those used with other Skyline Tube 

products, though a new bracket is used for use with the square profile. 

     

  



Monitor Mounts – the monitor mounts are similar on Slotted tube but the LCD, Flat screen bracket mount to a nut plate in 

the Slot of the extrusion, and Tablet mounts attach with a special Slotted Tube/Tube Ultra bracket. Tilting wall mount brackets 

are available for small and large monitors. 

                        

Baseplates and feet - Smaller, lighter-weight base plates were developed for use with Tube Ultra. Available in square, 

rectangular, round and oval shapes, these base plates are intended for kiosks, tables, in-line displays and certain island exhibits 
that don't require the support of the larger plates. Feet are now available as an alternative to base plates. 

      

 

Merchandising and AV Accessories – Literature pockets, waterfall brackets, board graphic grippers, and laptop 

computer stations are some of the accessories that add to the functionality of the system. 

      

 

Product Integration - The Slotted Tube can connect to Steel Tube and Tube Ultra but it also connects to our 5 3/4" and 11 

1/2" single-sided SkyTruss® product at a 90°, Envoy®, Engage® and SkyRise® panel systems, Tapestry® fabric structures 

Lights – A  number of different lights connect to Tube Ultra with the use of integrated brackets. 

      

 


